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Hello Ian! Your research focuses on the politics 
of citizenship and public service delivery during 
periods of conflict or natural disaster, which 
seems very timely in the current global context 
of war, pandemics, and climate change. Have 
the past two years of Covid-19 affected your 
research, experiencing a present crisis yourself? 

Definitely, a key theme of my research is how we come 
to ’see’ the otherwise abstract notion of the state through 
our interactions with core public services. These servi-
ces are often discussed in dry, technical terms, but I think 
they are also central in conveying powerful normative 
values to a given society. An example is the curriculum 
many of us had in school, particularly how it frames sub-
jects like history or literature as distinctly ’national’. This 
makes changes to a school curriculum a deeply political 
issue, especially in states marked by ethnic tensions.

Regarding the pandemic, the most pre-eminent public 
service was obviously healthcare. As a self-styled cos-
mopolitan ”citizen of nowhere” (as Theresa May might 
have called me), I was surprised by how quickly I 
bought into the bizarrely competitive and almost enti-
rely national aspect of Covid-19, kind of like a morbid
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version (literally) of the Olympic Games. Which coun-
try is doing better? Germany was for a while. Then it 
wasn’t. Which country is doing badly? Italy and the UK. 

I also found it remarkable how quickly state sovereignty 
asserted itself into our everyday lives. I barely caught 
the last flight to France before it shut its airspace—not 
something I’d even thought was possible just a few 
weeks previous. All of this reiterated the profound-
ly important role we ascribe to the state during a cri-
sis. If that’s the case, what was the experience of the 
crisis in regions marked by a weakly established or 
contested state presence? Did the response to Covid 
(or lack thereof) have a similar social impact? This is 
an area I’d like to point my future research towards.  



I saw that you worked as a filmmaker at the UNDP 
in 2011. In your opinion, what can researchers learn 
from filmmaking when reaching out with their work?

At the core of both are the human experience. Much in the 
same way that the short documentary films I produced for 
the UNDP were a form of storytelling, my own research tri-
es to uphold the voices and experiences of the communities 
with whom I conduct research. I think it is important for re-
searchers in the social sciences to remember, regardless of 
epistemology, that people are at the center of their resear-
ch. Thus, both in film and in research, ethical engagement 
with communities is of utmost importance. In my opinion 
this includes ensuring that communities have access to and 
opportunities to engage with scholarly and creative out-
puts, through workshops, film screenings and other means.

tend to take part—at least a lot more than in a vio-
lent insurgency. This, coupled with widespread in-
ternational attention, can make the job of occupying 
very costly. Now the conversation is around assis-
ting the Ukrainian military in the fight, and rightly so. 
But wide swaths of Ukraine are nonetheless under 
Russian control. Ideally, rather than urging occupied 
Ukrainians to take up arms, we should be discussing 
the practical but effective non-violent alternatives.

On a completely different note - I’ve heard 
that you used to work as an extra in the 
Egyptian film industry! What was that like?   

Yes – no doubt you first recognized me from my glo-
ry days as an extra? Alas, my film career did not last 
beyond a few brief (but profoundly moving) appearan-
ces in a BBC documentary and some Egyptian co-
medies. Ages ago, I was travelling through Cairo, and 
I met an ’agent’ at my hotel—turns out they needed a 
guy like me to play a French Napoleonic soldier: was 
I interested? It led to around three months of periodic 
jobs with a very eclectic bunch of people. One who 
helped me learn the ropes was a former ”Mr. Bos-
nia” bodybuilding champion. Of course, I’m still very 
happy when strangers stop me in the street and say, 
”Aren’t you the guy who discovered the Rosetta Sto-
ne in that show 15 years ago”? (Or, more accurately, I 
anticipate being very happy if that ever does happen). 
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You are also exploring how people navigate between 
competing service providers in contested states/
the politics of (mis)information during the 2015’ 
refugee crisis. Do you plan to look at similar 
questions concerning Russia’s invasion of Ukraine?

In some ways, yes—though with the case of Ukraine, 
I’m more interested in how it relates to another aspect 
of my work: the power of non-violent resistance. During 
the early days of the invasion, many commentators ass-
umed that Russian forces would rapidly occupy Ukraine. 
The conversation at that time—especially among more 
hawkish Americans—was around how to turn occupied 
Ukraine into Russia’s ’Afghanistan’ by fostering a vio-
lent insurgency—an allusion to the anti-Soviet Afghan 
mujahadeen in the 1980s. Less mentioned was just how 
devastating this was for ordinary Afghans. Yet growing 
empirical scholarship shows that non-violent acts of 
civil resistance are often far more effective than their 
violent counterparts. How could this play out in Ukraine?
Some examples include street marches, strikes and 
sit-ins, or the widespread practice of removing or alte-
ring Ukrainian road signs to confuse Russian forces.
These seem small and inconsequental, but the be-
nefit of civil resistance is that  a lot more people 
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